
ENGL 253: CRITICAL REVIEW WRITING 

 

Professor R. Khalaf 

Office: 217 Fisk Hall 

Office Hours: Thursday 10:00 -12:00 or by appointment 

Email: rk04@aub.edu.lb 

 

THE COURSE  

The purpose of this course is to study review writing as a form of creative prose. Creative 

writers often make review writing a major sideline to their avocations as poets, novelists, 

etc. Reviews are fun to write, and they get their writers’ names in magazines, journals, 

and newspapers where peers, publishers, and public might see them. Some writers have a 

special talent for review writing because it is about opinion, knowledge, and style. They 

make it their main creative focus. It offers the additional pleasure of sharing with the 

public the knowledge of what is good and estimable while helping writers to keep up 

with the latest trends in their genre. Unfortunately, no textbooks are published on the 

discipline of review writing. The only way to learn this discipline is through reading and 

writing reviews in conjunction with studying the characteristics of the fine arts reviewed. 

Professional reviewers will be invited to our workshops to share ideas, discuss the craft 

and their own review writing processes. 

 

GOALS  

Specific goals / outcomes of ENGL 253: 

 To introduce students to advanced strategies of argumentation  

 To expose students to critical appreciation of performance and literary arts 

 To explore review writing in diverse media publications; newspapers, newsletters, 

print journals, magazines, and web media 

 To appreciate an interdisciplinary approach to the literary and performing arts  

 

 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES  

 To produce argumentative writing in the form of critiques and reviews 

 To produce critical reviews of performance and literary arts 

 To write reviews on articles in diverse media publications; newspapers 

newsletters, print journals, magazines, and web media 

 To understand and articulate an interdisciplinary approach to the literary and 

performing arts  

 

THE PROCESS  
Each of the seven reviews assigned in this course will have a four-part process: 1) 

research, experience and evaluation of the subject; 2) drafting the essay; 3) peer 

workshop of the interim draft; 4) final revision, editing, and submission of the review. 

Typically this will be a two-week process for each assignment. 

 

 

 



ASSESSMENT 

There will be a midterm and final portfolio assessments (60%). The final portfolio must 

include earlier drafts of all written assignments. Students will also be graded on their 

group and individual presentations, class participation and discussion, and critiquing 

sessions (40%). All written and oral work must reflect critical engagement with the 

writing studied during the semester.  

 

TEXTS 

Several reviews representative of each of the seven types made available in a packet for 

assigned reading and class discussion. 

 

Diana Hacker’s Rules for Writers, Sixth edition, will provide the students with a common 

handbook for reference, study, and interpretation of grammar, sentence / paragraph 

organization, and punctuation. The codes for chapter and subsection inside the back cover 

will be used to draw attention to problems in writing by workshop peers and by the 

instructor when grading the reviews. The former instance enables the writer to easily look 

up the problem and address it before handing in the draft for grading, and, in the latter, to 

correct errors before the next review is due in final draft. Just like any real-life editor, the 

instructor will expect flawlessly written submissions.  

 

Between class meetings, students will read and analyze reviews from two or three pre-

approved on-line newspaper websites such as The Daily Star and The New York Times. 

This should give them a good sampling of contemporary critical reviews in several 

genres to read and analyze through the course of the semester to supplement the packet 

readings.  

 

SCHEDULE 

 

WEEK ONE 

Course introduction and discussion of reviewing 

Assignment One: TV review intro 

WEEK TWO 

Further TV review discussion 

Students present TV review subjects 

Peer workshop for Assignment One drafts: bring 4 typed copies 

WEEK THREE 
Assignment One due 

Class discussion with overheads; handouts distributed for  

Assignment Two 

Assignment Two: music intro 

WEEK FOUR 
Further music review discussion 

Students present music review subjects 

Peer workshop for Assignment Two drafts: bring 4 typed copies 

WEEK FIVE 

Assignment Two due 



Class discussion with overheads; handouts distributed for  

Assignment Three 

Assignment Three: art intro 

WEEK SIX 
Further art review discussion 

 Students present art review subjects 

 Peer workshop for Assignment Three drafts: bring 4 typed copies 

WEEK SEVEN 
Assignment Three due 

Class discussion with overhead; Assignment Four: drama intro 

Further discussion of drama 

WEEK EIGHT 

 Further discussion of drama 

 Students present drama review subjects 

 Peer workshop for Assignment Four drafts: bring 4 typed copies 

WEEK NINE 

 Assignment Four due 

Class discussion with overheads; handouts distributed for Assignment Five 

Assignment Five: nonfiction book intro 

WEEK TEN 

Further nonfiction book review discussion 

Students present nonfiction review subjects 

Peer workshop for Assignment Five drafts: bring 4 typed copies 

WEEK ELEVEN  

Assignment Five due 

Class discussion with overheads; handouts distributed for Assignment Six 

Assignment Six: movie intro 

WEEK TWELVE 

Further movie review discussion 

Students present movie review subjects 

Peer workshop for Assignment Five drafts: bring 4 typed copies 

WEEK THIRTEEN 

Assignment Six due; handouts distributed for Assignment Seven 

Class discussion with overhead; Assignment Seven: fiction book intro 

Assignment Seven: fiction book intro  

WEEK FOURTEEN 

Further fiction review discussion 

Students present fiction book review subjects 

 Peer workshop for Assignment Seven drafts: bring 4 typed copies 

 Assignment Seven due 


